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LOCAL SINGULARITIES SUCH THAT
ALL DEFORMATIONS ARE TANGENTIALLY FLAT

BERND HERZOG

Abstract. We give a criterion for a local ring (B0, n0) containing a field to

have only tangentially flat deformations. Various examples of such local rings

are constructed.

Let (BQ, n0) be a (Noetherian) local ring. We say that it has only tangentially

flat deformations, if every flat local homomorphism of local rings

f:(A,m)^(B,n)

such that B0 and the (special) fiber B/mB of / have isomorphic completions

B/mB = B0 , is tangentially flat, i.e., induces a flat homomorphism

gr(/): gri^)-> gr(5)

of the associated graded rings with respect to the maximal ideals. Examples of

local rings (BQ, n0) with this property are the regular local rings and the rings

which have completion

(1) B0 = L[[Xx,...,XN]]/(Xx,...,XN)d,

where Lisa field, N is greater than 1, and d is an arbitrary positive integer

(see [He,, Folgerung (1.3); He,, Corollary 2]).

In 1981 Christer Lech (Stockholm) stated the problem of whether the local

rings BQ satisfying ( 1 ) are the only zero-dimensional local rings with only tan-

gentially flat deformations. The answer is no, as the following example shows:

BQ = L[X, Y,Z]/(X3, Y3,Z\X2Y, Y2Z,Z2X)

(see Example (2.7) below). So the next question would be whether it is possible

to give a complete list of such singularities, but it turns out there are too many

of them.

The purpose of this paper is to give a criterion for local rings (BQ, n0) to

have only tangentially flat deformations in terms of the normal module NR of

B0 (with respect to a formal local embedding into some regular scheme). As
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an application we give various examples of local singularities (B0, n0) of all

dimensions having only tangentially flat deformations.

Note that each such singularity (B0, n0) gives a class of flat local extensions

A -> B of local rings (those with fiber B0 ), for which the problem of Lech-

Hironaka [L, p. 72; Hi, Problem 10.2] has trivially a positive answer, i.e., the

local Hilbert functions HA and HB of A and B respectively satisfy

HdA(n) < H°B(n)   for n e N and d := dimB0.

Throughout the paper we use the standard assumptions and notation of com-

mutative algebra as in [Ma, Bo] (unless stated otherwise). Local rings will always

be Noetherian.

1. Some criteria for tangential flatness

(1.1) Definition. Let G = ®n>0G(n) be a (commutative) graded algebra of

finite type over the Artin local ring G(0) of elements of degree zero. Then the

Hilbert series HG of G is the formal power series HQ = J2nez^GÍn)^" w*tn

integer coefficients

\._ J lengthG(0) Gin)   for « > 0,

I 0 otherwise.

The /th sum transform of the Hilbert series of G is defined to be

4:=£4(n)r"'^(l-rr'/Lj.
nez

Given any two formal power series H = J2H(n)Tn and H' = J2H'(n)Tn

with integer coefficients, the inequality H < H' is to be understood in the sense

of total order, i.e., H(n) < H'(n) for all n .

Let (A, m) be a local ring. Then the Hilbert series of A and its sum trans-

forms are defined to be

HA-=Hv(A)     and     HA-=Hv(A)

respectively. Here gr(A) denotes the associated graded ring with respect to the

powers of the maximal ideal m of A .

The essential part of the proof of the following theorem can be found in

[He,].

(1.2) Theorem, (i) Let f: (A, m, K) -> (B, n, L) be a local homomorphism

of local rings with special fiber B0 := B/mB. Then

HB < HAHBo ■

(ii) Equality holds in (i) if and only if one of the following equivalent conditions

is satisfied.

(a)    H%r(B) = Hgr(A) • Hgr(B)®      K •
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(b) The homomorphism f is flat and one has the identities m'B n nJ =

mV-' for j > i.
(c) The homomorphism f is flat and the canonical surjections

gr(B)/gr-i(A)gr(B) - gr(B/m¡B)

are bijective for all i. Here gr-'(A) denotes the ith power of the irrele-

vant maximal ideal gr+(^) = ©fc>, m /m +1 of gr(A).

(d) There is a graded L-module section s of the canonical homomorphism

gr(B) -* gr(B0) such that the induced homomorphism of graded gr(A)®K

L-modules

gr(A) ®K gr(Bf - gr(B)

is injective (in which case it is bijective for any such section s).

(e) The homomorphism gr(/): gr(A) -> gr(5) induced by f is flat, i.e., f

is tangentially flat.

Conditions (b) and (c) are satisfied, provided one of them is satisfied for i = 1.

Proof. Assertion (i) is just Theorem 1 of [He2]. From Theorem 2 of [He2] we

know that equality in (i) is equivalent to any of the conditions (b), (d), and (e).

Condition (c) is simply a reformulation of (b). To see this, observe that

&iB/mB) = 0(ny + m'5)/(n;+I + rriB)
;>o

= ®nJ/(nj+i+miBnnj)

and

gr(B)/gr^(A)gr(B) = 0nj/(nJ+l H-mV-').

So the canonical surjections of (c) are bijective if and only if

mB n nj = mV-' + m B n n^1 .

An easy induction shows that this is equivalent to the identities of (b) (use the

lemmas of Artin-Rees and Nakayama). We have proved (b) «=> (c) <«• (d) «• (e).

Condition (a) is a consequence of (d) and (c). For, condition (d) implies

HiB(n)= lengthL © gr'(A) ®K gf (Bf

«

0 „O       rrO

i+j=n

i+j=n

'gr(A)il)":

i-e-> Hv(B) = H&(A)H&{Bo) and therefore

I/1        _  r/1       r/0
ngr{B) - /7gr(/l)-rV(i?0)

This is equivalent to (a), since by condition (c)

gr(2?0) = gr(B/mB) s gr(B) / gr+(A) gr(B) * gr(B) %[A)K.
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Conversely, from [Hej, Satz (1.1)] we know that (a) implies (e).

Now all we have to prove is the remark at the end of the theorem that condi-

tions (b) and (c) are satisfied if one of them is satisfied for i = 1. This is done

in [He3]. But there is a much more elementary proof due to the late Professor

Lech; we give a reformulation of this here. All we have to show is the following

lemma.

(1.3) Lemma (Lech). Let f: (A, m) —> (B, n) be aflat local homomorphism

such that mB n nJ = mnJ"   for all j. Then

(2) m'B n n; = mV-'   for j>i.

Proof. The case i = 1 is trivial, so assume / > 1 . By the induction hypothesis,

mB n n"' = mB n m'_15 n nJ = mB n (m'~ V~'+I).

Fix some minimal set of generators xx, ... , xN of the ideal m!~ . Then any

element y of the left-hand side of (2) can be written as

y = T,akxk = Yibkxk

with ak e mB and bk e nj~'+ . In particular, XX aA: ~ bk)xk = 0. Since

/: A —> B is flat and the xk 's form a minimal generating set of mi_ , this

implies

ak — bk G (xx, ... xk ... , xN)B : xk

= [(xx, ... xk ... , xN)A : xk]B Ç mB.

Here a hat " ~ " on xk means that this element is to be omitted. We see that

bk is in mB , hence in mB n nJ~'+ . Therefore

E, j—i       «'-I «   ;'-«'bkxk G mn     • m      = m n

We have proved that the left-hand side of (2) is contained in the right-hand

side. The converse inclusion is trivial.   Q.E.D.

(1.4) Remarks, (i) Let the local homomorphism of local rings

f:(A,m)^(B,n)

be tangentially flat. Then so is / ®A A/1 for every ideal I Cm.

(ii) Let /: (A, m) —» (B, n) be a local homomorphism of local rings and let

L, 2 I2- h - " " °e a descending chain of ideals of A such that given any

power m^ of the maximal ideal of A , there is some Ij contained in m . Then

the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) / is tangentially flat.

(b) / ®a A/Ij is tangentially flat for every ; .
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(iii) Let /: (A, m) -> (B, n) be a local homomorphism of Artin local rings.

Then the following conditions are equivalent.

(a) / is tangentially flat.

(b) HB < HAHB   and / is flat.

(c) H°b>H°ah(.

Here as usual B0 is the special fiber B/mB of /.

Proof. For assertion (i) see [He2, Remark 1]. To prove assertion (ii) assume

condition (b) is satisfied. Then

HB/IjBik)=   £ HlA/I](u)H°Bo(v)

u+v=k

for every k and every j. For fixed k and j large enough /   is contained in

m +1, hence

HlA/I(u) = HA(u)   for u = 0, 1, ... ,k

and
ri      ,,_,     „i,

'B/IjB^HBllBik) = HiB(k),

Therefore HB = HAHB , i.e., f:A—>B is tangentially flat. We have proved

that condition (b) of (ii) implies condition (a). The converse implication follows

from (i).

To prove (iii), note that condition (a) implies (b) and (c). Conversely, assume

that (b) or (c) is true. All we have to show is that then equality holds in (b) and

(c) respectively. For this it is sufficient to take the sum over all coefficients of

the series on both sides of (b) and (c) respectively to obtain an identity, i.e., we

have only to show

CO oo

(3) £«!(*) = E E *!(«)<(«).
«c=0 k=0 u+v=k

Note that since A and B are Artin local rings, both sides are finite. The left-

hand side of (3) is equal to lengthÄ(5) and the right-hand side equals

oo oo

X; H°A(u) X H°Bo(v) = lengthy (A) ■ lengthy (B/mB).
u=0 v=0

Therefore (3) follows from the fact that B is a flat module over A in case (b)

and is trivial in case (c).   Q.E.D.

(1.5) Theorem. A local homomorphism f: (A, m, K) —* (B, n, L) is tangen-

tially flat if and only if the following conditions are satisfied.

(i) f is flat.
(ii) ordB(ab) = ordA(a) + ordB(b) for every a e A and for every b e B such

that ordB(b) = ordB (b0). Here B0 := B/mB is the special fiber of f,  b0 is
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the residue class of b in B0, and ord is the order with respect to the maximal

ideal in the corresponding local ring.

(iii) Condition (ii) is preserved if f is replaced by fi ®AA/I for every proper

ideal I of A.

Proof. Suppose / is tangentially flat. Then / is flat by Theorem (1.2). Since

tangential flatness is preserved when passing from f to f ®A A/I (see Re-

mark (1.4)(i)), it is sufficient to prove that condition (ii) is satisfied. In prov-

ing this, we may assume a and b are both nonzero. Then the initial form

in(Z>) of b in gr(B) represents a nonzero element of the K vector space

gr(5)/gr+(^)gr(5) = gr(£0), hence a member of a family of homogeneous

and linearly independent generators of this vector space. Lifting these gener-

ators to homogeneous elements of gr(B), one obtains a free generating set of

gr(5) over gr(^4), and lifting these to B , one sees that there is a family (b¡)i€l

of elements bi e B such that

1. b is a member of ib¡)ieI.

2. B C £     Ab¡ + n   for every k .

3. Ylieiajb¡ G n  , a¡ e A, implies a¡G m     (,) for every i e I, where

</(/):= ordB(o,.).   '

Let ord^(a) = r, ordB(b) = s, and ordB(ab) = t. Then (1) and (3) imply

a e m'~s, i.e., r + s > t. Since the converse inequality is trivial, this is the

claim of (ii).

Now suppose conditions (i)-(iii) are satisfied. Since tangential flatness of /

is equivalent to tangential flatness of / ®A A/m for every k , we may assume

A is an Artin local ring. The further proof uses the proposition of [He3]. From

this proposition we see that there are families (¿7Í)Í6/. 0 = 0,1,2,...) of

elements bi} e B such that

4. ordBibjA) = ordB (bjt mod mB) = j .

5. The homomorphism of ,4-modules

oo

j=o ieij

is well defined and bijective (since / is flat).

6. / is tangentially flat if and only if J2ajiDji € nkB implies a.f G m^

for all i e I, and all /.

7. For any given j the bji 's represent AMinearly independent elements

of njBJnj+lB0.

Assume that / is not tangentially flat. Then by property 6 there is an element

(4) b = ^2aJlbJieB

such that ordA(ajt) + ordB(¿7-,-) < ord~(b) for at least one pair (j, i). Define

u := miniord^a.,.) + ord^ô.,.))
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and omit in the sum (4) all terms but those satisfying

(5) ord^üji) + 0TdBibj¡) = u.

Then the sum (4) becomes finite, since for any given j there are only finitely

many nonzero coefficients aji. In particular, b is in B . Let

TV :=#{(;, 01^0}

be the number of nonzero members in the sum (4) and let r := minord^(a. ).

Replacing /by f ®A A/mr+l, the orders of the elements bji do not increase

by property 4, so equality (5) remains true. Therefore we may assume

(6) r = ordA(ajA)   for every nonzero aj¡..

From equations (5) and (6) we see that a-t ^ 0 only if j = u - r.

In case there are two pairs (j, i) and (/, i') such that a.y £ a/¡^> me

homomorphism / can be replaced by / ®A A/a^A with the effect that one

of these coefficients becomes zero, i.e., N decreases. This can be done only a

finite number of times. So we may assume that any two nonzero coefficients

a,i are proportional, i.e., a„ = eita with a e A fixed and e„ a unit for some

pairs (j, i) satisfying j = u — r and zero otherwise. Then

b = ab',        b' :=J2eu-r,ibu-r,i-
i

From property 7 we see that b' has order

ordB(b') = ordB (b'modmB) = u-r.   .

By construction, ord^(a) = r. Therefore

ordB(ab') = ordB(b) >u = r+(u-r) = ord^(<2) + ordB(b').

This contradicts our assumptions (ii) and (iii). Hence / is tangentially flat.

Q.E.D.

(1.6) Proposition. Let fi: (A, m, K) -» (B, n, L) be a flat local homomor-

phism of complete local rings. Then there is a commutative diagram of local

homomorphisms

A   —t-+   B

g\ /h

R

suchthat g is tangentially flat and h is surjective.

Proof. From the theory of Cohen rings (see [GD, EGA IV,, §19]) it is easily

seen that there is a commutative diagram of local homomorphisms

A       —L^ B

Pa] ]pB

CA[[X]] -► CB[[X,Y]]
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with X and Y finite sets of indeterminates, CA and CB Cohen rings, pA and

pB surjections, and q a homomorphism inducing the identity on X. So A and

B can be identified with factor rings of CJ[A"]] and CB[[X, Y]] respectively.

This gives a commutative diagram

A -► B

h

CA[[X]]/IA —^ CB[[X,Y]]/(q(IA))=:R

with g and h induced by q and pB respectively and IA the kernel of pA.

The homomorphism h is obviously surjective. All we have left to prove is the

tangential flatness of g . Note that g is flat (since q is flat). So it is sufficient

to show that the special fiber of g is a regular local ring (see [Hei; Folgerung

(1.3)]). But the fiber of g coincides with the fiber of q, which is obviously

regular.   Q.E.D.

(1.7) Terminology. A standard base of an ideal / in a local ring (R, 971) is

defined to be a sequence r = (r,, ... , rf) of elements of / such that the

corresponding sequence

in(r) :=(in(r,), ... ,in(rf)

of initial forms in gr(i?) generate the initial ideal

gr(/,R) :=0/nan*+SDt*+1/aR*+1.
k>0

For any two «-tuples r, s e R" we write

n

(r,s):=J2risi
;=1

and more generally

(A,s) := ((r1 ,s), ... , (rn , s))

for any n x «-matrix A over R with rows r , ... , r". Further let

ord(r) := (ordR(rx), ... , ordÄ(rn))

for r = (rx, ... , rf e Rn . If r G R, we write (r):= (r, ... , r) for the «-tuple

with all coordinates equal to /. It will be clear from the context which « we

have in mind. In case the coordinates of r and 5 are integers the inequality

r = (rx, ... , rf <s = (sx, ... , sn) means that ri < s¡ for every i.

(1.8) Theorem. Let the local homomorphism f: (A, 9JÎ, k) -► (R, 971, L) be

tangentially flat and let the ideal I Cm be such that B := R/I is flat over A .

Then the following are equivalent.
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(i)   B is tangentially flat over A .

(ii) There is a standard base rQ of the ideal IQ := IR0 of R0 := R/mR that

can be lifted to an n-tuple r of elements from I such that ord(r) =

ord(r0) (in which case any such lift r of any standard base r0 is auto-

matically a standard base of I).

(iii) Every element x0 e I0 can be lifted to an element x e I such that

ordÄ(x) = ordÄo(x0).

Proof,  (i) => (iii) Consider the commutative diagram with exact rows

0 -►   gr(/, R)   -►  gr(R)   -►   gr(B)   -► 0

I I I
0 -► gr(/0, Rf -► gr(R0) -► gr(Bf -► 0

where B0 := B/mB is the special fiber of A —► B and the vertical homo-

morphisms are the canonical ones. Note that the latter are surjective. This

is obvious for those on the right and in the middle. For the left-hand side

homomorphism it follows from the fact that

gr(Rf/gr(I, R)gr(Rf S gr(R) / gr(I, R) + (gr+(A))

*gr(B)/(gr+(A))<=gr(B0).

Here the first isomorphy comes from the fact that R is tangentially flat over A

(see Theorem (1.2)(c)) and the third is a consequence of the tangential flatness

of B over A.

The surjectivity of the left-hand side vertical homomorphism may be inter-

preted as follows: for every positive integer k one has the inclusion

(/ + mR) n onk C (I + mR) n £ül*+1 + / n mk + mR.

The Artin-Rees lemma implies

(/ + mR) n mk c i n mk + mR,

i.e., every element from 70 of order k can be lifted to an element of I with

the same order.

(iii) => (ii) This is trivial, except for the assertion added in parentheses,

which will be proved later.

(ii) => (i) It is sufficient to show that the canonical surjection gr(B)/(gr+(A))

—> gr(Z?0) is bijective. The following composition of canonical maps is an in-

verse:

gr(2i0)^gr(ig/gr(/0,;g

= gr(JR0)/in(r)gr(/v0)

-gr(R)/in(r)gr(JR) + (gr+(^))

^gr(R)/gr(I,R) + (gr+(A))

Z gr(B)/(gr+(A)).
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Note that the isomorphism in the third row exists, since R is tangentially flat

over A . We have proved tangential flatness of B over A .

Since the inverse mapping given above is bijective, the following identity

holds in gr(7?) :

in(r) gr(R) + (gr+(A)) = gr(7, R) + (gr+(A)).

Therefore,

gr(7, R) = in(r) gr(R) + gr(7, R) n (gr+(^)).

Since gr(R)/ gr(I, R) = gr(B) is flat over gr(^4), the second term on the right

can be written gr+(^) • gr(7, 7?), so that

gr(7,R) = in(r)gr(R),

i.e., r is a standard base of 7.   Q.E.D.

2. Tangential flatness and the normal module

In this section we give the announced characterization of local singularities

with only tangentially flat deformations.

(2.1)    Definition. Let R be a ring (commutative with unity) and 7 an ideal of

R. Then the module

TV,. := Hony7, R/I)    (= HomR/I(I/I2, R/I))

will be called the normal module of 7.   In case 7? is equipped with some

descending filtration
FR:.:DFd2Fd+iD...

by /v-submodules (i.e., ideals), then the same is true for N¡, where the «7th

submodule of the filtration is

FdN¡ := {feN,\ fi(I n Fk) C Fk+d + I/I for every k} .

The associated graded module will be denoted

gr(A,):=0</<+1.
dez

In case (R, 9JI) is a local ring, we will always assume that FR is the canonical

filtration defined by the powers of the maximal ideal, i.e.,

Fd=ÍMd   for^>0,

R     \ R      otherwise.

Now assume R = @™=QR(d) is a graded ring and 7 = 0^1o 1(d) is a homo-

geneous ideal with R(d) and 1(d) the submodules over R(0) of homogeneous

elements of degree d. Then, if R is Noetherian,

</ez
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is a graded R-module with

Nfd) := {fieN{\ fi(I(k)) C R(k + d)/I(k + d) for every k}

the submodule of homogeneous elements of degree d. For any graded R-

module N = 0¿6Z Nid) and any integer « let N(< n) := @d<n N(d).

The proposition below gives conditions for tangential flatness of the small

prolongations of a given tangentially flat deformation. It represents the crucial

step in the proof of our criterion.

(2.2) Proposition. Let fi: (A, m, K) —* (R, 9TJÎ, L) be a tangentially flat local
homomorphism ofi local rings, te A an element in the socle of A (i.e., such that

mi = (0)), and I an ideal ofi R such that B := R/I is flat over A. Suppose B :=
B/tB is tangentially flat over A := A/tA and consider the following conditions.

(i)   Nv(i0,r/< -°r(W) = °- Here Ro '■= R/mR and 7o := IRo-

(ii) For every ideal Ï of R such that I + tR = i' + tR and such that

B' := R/l' is flat over A, the ring B' is tangentially flat over A.

(iii)   gr(NIf¡)(<-ordA(t)) = 0.

Then the following implications (i) =► (ii) => (iii) hold.

Proof, (i) => (ii) We have to show that B' = R/l' is tangentially flat over A .

For this it is sufficient to prove that I' satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem (1.8).

Define R := R/tR and 7 := IR = l'R, and let r0 e RnQ be a standard base

of 70 . Since B is tangentially flat over A , r0 can be lifted to a standard base

r e Rn of 7 satisfying ord(r) = ord(r0). In particular the coordinates of r

generate 7. Since B' is flat over A , there is a lift f e Rn of r such that the

coordinates of f generate l'. Write

r = r + ts0,        r e R" , s0eRç,

such that

ord(r) = ord(r) = ord(r0).

Note that ts0 is a well-defined element of Rn , since t annihilates mR.

Let e := ord^(i) and assume the lift f and its decomposition f = r + ts0

are such that

(7) ord(s0) > ord(rf - (e).

Then ord(r') = ord(r0), i.e., Ï satisfies condition (ii) of Theorem (1.8) and B1

is tangentially flat over A .

So assume that (7) is wrong and choose the minimal integer m such that

ord(s0) > ord(r0) - (m).

Then m > e. It will be sufficient to prove that in this situation the decomposi-

tion f = r + ts0 can be replaced by another one with smaller m . We shall use
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the following notation:

ord(r0)=:(¿(l),...,¿(«)),

sm0:=SKR0,

S0 := s0mod(<(1)-w+1 e • • - e T4{n)-m+l) e gr(R0)n .

As we shall prove below the «-tuple S0 defines an element

(8) (770, in(r0)} h-> residue class of (770, 50)

of the normal module

Nër{i0,R0) =Komgr{Ro)(gr(I0, Rf , gr(Rf/ gr(I0, Rf).

Note that, since r0 is a standard base of 70 , the elements of gr(70, 7?0) can be

written (770, in(r0)> with 77p g gr(7*0)" .

The element (8), if it exists, is homogeneous, since degS0 - degin(r0) =

(-m, ... , -m). Its degree is -m , hence less than —e = — ord^(r). From our

hypothesis (i) we see that the element (8) must be zero, i.e., the coordinates of

S0 must be in gr(70, Rf). Since r0 is a standard base of 70 , there is a matrix

A with elements taken from RQ such that the «-tuple s'Q :=s0-(A, rf satisfies

ord(s'f (> ord(s0) + (1))> ord(rf - (m - 1).

The inequality in parenthesis need not be true for all coordinates. It may be

wrong for those coordinates, for which the corresponding inequality of ord(s0)

> ord(r0) - (m) is proper. Nevertheless the inequality outside the parenthesis

holds for all coordinates. From the decomposition f = r + tsQ one obtains

r = r + t(A, rf + ts'0, hence

r   := (E - tA, r) = r + tsQ.

The matrix E - tA is invertible, (E - tA)(E + tA) = E , so r" is another lift

of 7, whose coordinates generate I'. Replacing the decomposition f = r + ts0

by r" = r + ts'0 , the integer m decreases at least by one. So the proof of the

implication (i) => (ii) is reduced to the assertion that (8) gives a well-defined

element of 7V„,,   „ ..

Let 7L0 G gr(7<0)" be such that (770, in(r0)) = 0. We have to show (770, Sf) G

gr(I0Rf). For this we may assume the relation (770, in(r0)) = 0 is homoge-

neous, i.e.,

(9) deg(770) + deg(in(r0)) = (¿)

for some integer d . Since 7^ is tangentially flat over A , the relation (770, in(r0))

= 0 in gr(7\0) = gr(7<)/(gr+(^4)) can be considered as a relation modulo (gr+(^))

of in(r). Now gr(R)/ in(r) gr(R) = gr(B) is flat over gr(^), so this relation

can be lifted to a relation of in(r) in gr(R). There is an «-tuple 77 G gr(R)"

of homogeneous elements satisfying

(77,in(r)) = 0    mod gr(tR, R)
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and

HQ = (Hmodgr+(A)gr(R)n).

Choose « G R" such that in(«) = 77. Then (h,r) e Ott^1 + tR and

(10) ord(h) + ord(r0) > (d),

the latter being a consequence of (9) and the fact that ord(r) = ord(r0). Since

F is a standard base of 7, there is an «-tuple «' G R" such that

(h, r) = (h!, r)    mod tR,(11) \   »   /     \    .   /

ord(/z) + ord(r0)>(¿/+l).

Note that ord(r) = ord(r0). Let x0 e R0 be such that (h - h', r) = tx0 . Then

ordR(tx0) = ordR(h — h',r)>d and by Theorem (1.5), since R is tangentially

flat over A,

(12) ordR(xf>d-e > d-m.

From (11) we see,

(h-h',r') = 0    modtR.

Since B' = R/r'R is flat over A , this relation modulo tR lifts to a relation of

f in R . There exists some yQ G 7?^ such that

(h-h' + ty0, r) = 0.

Indicating residue classes modulo mR by subscripts "0", we obtain

0 = (h-h',r') + t(y0,r0)

= (h-h',r) + (h-h', tsf + t(y0, rf

= t(x0 + (h0-h'0,s0) + (y0,rQ)),

hence 0 = x0 + (h0 - h'0, s0) + (y0, rf and

(h0,s0)-(h'0,s0) + x0er0R0 = IQ.

We shall see that this implies the relation (770, SQ) e gr(70, 7Î0). To prove this,

let us estimate the orders of the terms (h0, s0), (h'0, sf), and x0 . Note that

ord(«0) + ord(sf > ord(hQ) + ord(rf - (m)

>(d-m)    (by (10)),

ord(h'f + ord(50) > ord(AÓ) + ord(r0) - (m)

>(d+l-m)    (by(ll)).

Therefore

ordÄ (h0, sf) >d - m,    ordÄ (h'0, sf > d - m,    ordÄ x0> d - m
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(for the latter see (12)), hence

(h0, s0) + Md~m+l e gr(70, R0),

which is just the relation (770, Sf e gr(70, 7?0) which was to be proved, for,

770 - (A0modSfftí~,'(,)+1 © • • • © Md0-d{n)+l)    (see (10))

and
S0 = (s0modüJld0w-m+l®...®md0{n)-m+l).

(ii) => (iii) Let e := ordA(t) be as above and assume that

gr(NIo)«-e)¿0.

Take a nonzero element g e N¡ = HomÄ (70, R0/I0) with initial form of degree

less than —e in gr(7V, ). Given a standard base r0 e Rq of 70, there exists an

«-tuple s0 e Rq such that

giih0,r0)) = (hQ,sQ)    mod70

for every hQe R^ . By the choice of g,

( 13) ordv/o(s0i mod /„) < ordÄo(rw) - e

for at least one /. Here s0i and r0i denote the /th coordinates of the vectors

sQ and r0 respectively.

By assumption, B = R/I is tangentially flat over A . So by Theorem (1.8)

there is a lift r of rQ to a standard base of 7 such that ord(r) = ord(r0). Define

f := r + ts0 and let i' := f R be the ideal of R generated by the coordinates

of r . Then B' := R/l' is flat over A. It is sufficient to show that B' is not

tangentially flat. Assume the contrary and consider the coordinate r\ = rt + ts0

of f with i as in (13). The following identity holds in B' = R/I1 :

t • (s0i mod 70) = -(r¿ mod 7').

Here t is considered as an element of B'. The term on the left is then a well-

defined element of B', since t annihilates m. By Theorem (1.5) this identity

implies

e + ordRo/¡a(s0¡ mod If = ordB,(r¡ modi') > ordÄ(r() = ord^r,,,.).

But this contradicts ( 13).   Q.E.D.

(2.3) Definition. Let (7?, n, L) be a local ring. Its completion B = R/I is a

factor of a complete regular local ring (R,M, L) modulo an ideal 7 ç 9JI .

The module

iVß:=iV/ = HomÄ(7,Jv/7)

equipped with the filtration coming from the canonical filtration of R will be

called the normal module of B . Similarly,

^gr(fl) := AW,*) = Hom^gri/, R),gr(R)/gr(I, R))
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will be called the normal module of the tangent cone. Note that by the minimality

condition 7 C SUÍ , R and 7 are determined up to (nonunique) isomorphism,

and hence so are the modules NB , N ^ , and gr(NB).

The lemma below shows that, without the assumption 7 ç 971 , N ^ and

gr(NB) are unique up to direct factors isomorphic to gr(7?)[l]. Here as usual,

N[n] denotes, for any graded module N = ® N(d), the graded module ob-

tained from TV by shifting degrees, i.e., N[n](d) = N(d + n).

(2.4) Lemma, (i) Let J and f be ideals of a ring R such that J = f +xR

for some x e R. Then j' : x ç J if and only if

(14) J/J2 = (f+ J2/J2)®(xR + J2/J2)

and multiplication by x induces an isomorphism

(15) R/J ^xR + f/J2.

(ii) Let S be a polynomial ring or a power series ring in one indeterminate

T over a Noetherian ring R, and let I ç R and J ç S be ideals such that

J = IS + F S for some F e S and such that the coefficients of F generate the

unit ideal in R. Then there is an isomorphism

(16) NJ^(NI®RIIS/J)®S/J.

In case R is a graded ring and F and I are homogeneous, this is an isomor-

phism of graded R-modules

Nj => (Nj ®R/J S/J) © (S/J)[degF].

In case (R, 971) is a local ring, S = R[[T]], and F = T, the isomorphism (16)

induces an isomorphism of graded gr(R)-modules

eiNj)ZpiNt)<BVÍR/I)ll]-
Proof, (i) Suppose conditions (14) and (15) are satisfied. Then

R/J ^xR + J2/J2 a (J/J2)/(f + J2/J2) = J/f + J2,

hence ax e J' implies a e J .

Conversely, assume that J' : x ç J. Then

(/ + J1) n (xR + J2) = / n (xR) + J2 = (/: x)x + J2 = J2.

This gives us the direct sum decomposition (14). Since (15) is obviously sur-

jective, it is sufficient to prove it is injective. Let a e R represent an element

of R/J , whose image is zero. Then ax e J = J +xJ. There is an element

a e R such that ax e J' ç j' and a = a mod J . So our assumption implies

a e J, hence a e J .

(ii) Note that the assumption on F implies that the canonical homomor-

phism R -> S/FS is flat and F is 5,/75-regular (see [Ma, Corollary of The-

orem 22.6]). In particular, IS: F = IS ç J, hence by the first part of the
lemma,

J/J2 = (IS + J2/J2) © (S/J).
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Note that

IS + J2/J2 S 75/75 n (I2, 7F, F2)

= IS/(I2, IF) + (I) n (F2) = IS/(I2, IF)

^I®RS/J^I/I2®R/IS/J.

So the above direct sum decomposition can be written

(17) J/J

Taking duals, one obtains

17) J/J2*[(I/I2)®R/IS/J]®(S/J).

Nj = Homs/J(I/I2 ®R/I S/J, S/J) © (S/J)

= [N,®R/IS/J](B(S/J),

which is the first claim of (ii). We have used here that S/J is flat over 7?/7

(see [Ma, Exercise (7.7)]).

In case R is graded and 7 and F are homogeneous, multiplication by F

shifts degrees by deg F . Taking this into account in the above calculations, one

obtains the second claim of (ii).

Finally assume that (R ,971) is a local ring, 5 = i?[[T]], and F = T. Then

from the proof of (17) we see that the map

2 2 2 2
7/7 © S/J —► J/J ,        (amodl , bmodJ) h-> a + bTmodJ ,

is bijective. Note that the canonical map 7?/7 —> S/J is an isomorphism. In

that what follows R/I and S/J will be identified. The bijection induces an

isomorphism

Nj = Hom5(7, S/J) -» HomR(I, R/I) © (R/I) = N, © (R/I),

f»if\nAT)).

By definition, F^   consists of all f e Nj such that

/(/ n (art, T)k) c (art, T)k+d + j/j s mk+d + i/i .

Since

/n(97î, T)k = (I+TR + T2R + ---)n(Wlk + <mk ]T + mk 2G2 +

= mmk + 9Jik~lT + vnk~2T2 + --- ,

this condition is equivalent to

fi(lnmk)CTlk+d + I/I   and   f(T)eüJXd+l +I/I.

Therefore, the submodule FN  of Nj corresponds to the submodule

^©(971^'+7/7)

of N¡ © (7?/7). This implies the last claim of (ii).   Q.E.D.
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(2.5) Theorem. Let (B0, n0) be a local ring containing a field. Consider the

following conditions.

«   ¿W<-D = 0.
(ii)   (BQ, n0) has only tangentially flat deformations.

(iii)   gr(7VBo)«-l) = 0.

Then the implications (i) =>■ (ii) =*• (iii) are true.

Proof, (i) =>• (ii) Let /: (A, m) —► (B, n) be a flat local homomorphism such

that B/mB = B0 . We have to show that / is tangentially flat. For this we may

assume that A, B , and BQ are complete local rings and by Remark ( 1.4)(ii) that

A is an Artin local ring. The further proof uses induction on / := length(^4).

In case / = 1, the ring A is a field and / is obviously tangentially flat. Let

/ > 1 and take some nonzero socle element t e A. Then, by the induction

hypothesis,

J:=f®A(A/tA):A^B

is tangentially flat. Since / is flat and all rings are complete, there is, by

Proposition (1.6), a commutative diagram of local homomorphisms

A   —£-»   B

g\ /h

R

with g tangentially flat and h surjective. Let 7 := ker«, so that B = R/I.

Using the notation of Proposition (2.2), we see from our hypothesis (i), that

^i0,R0)i<-ordAit))cN^Ro)«-l) = 0.

Hence, by the first implication of Proposition (2.2), the homomorphism f:A—>

B is tangentially flat.

(ii) => (iii) As above we may assume that BQ is complete. Suppose condition

(iii) is not satisfied. Define

A:=K[t],        t2 = 0,  t£K

B := B0[t] ^B0®KA.

Here K is some field contained in B0 . By construction, the canonical homo-

morphism /: A —» B is flat and f ®A (A/tA) is tangentially flat. As above

there is a commutative diagram of local homomorphisms

A   -^—+   B

s\ /h

R

with g tangentially flat and h surjective. So Proposition (2.2) applies, prov-

ing that there must be some flat but not tangentially flat local homomorphism
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A —► B' with special fiber isomorphic to B0. This is the desired contradic-

tion.   Q.E.D.

(2.6) Remarks, (i) In case B0 is homogeneous, i.e., the completion 7?0 is a fac-

tor of a power series ring over a field modulo an ideal generated by homogeneous

polynomials, then

as graded modules. Conditions (i) and (iii) of the theorem are equivalent, and

we have a necessary and sufficient condition in this case for a local ring to have

only tangentially flat deformations.

(ii) It would be desirable to have the equivalence of the conditions of the

theorem for more general situations, say for quasi-homogeneous singularities.

The canonical filtration of B0 (by powers of the maximal ideal) should then

be replaced by some filtration more adapted to the concrete singularity, e.g. by

some quasi-homogeneous filtration. Indeed, Theorem (2.5) and all the other

assertions above have analogues with rather general nitrations instead of the

canonical one. The treatment of the general case is much more technical and

will be published elsewhere.

(iii) Condition (i) of the theorem can be found in a paper of J. Herzog (Es-

sen) on what he calls strict local rings (see [He, Theorem 1]). The elementary

Corollary (2.12) below just says that Artin local algebras over a field with only

tangentially flat deformations are strict. Theorem 1 of [He] is a direct conse-

quence of this fact and our Theorem (2.5).

Proof of (18). We may assume BQ = Tv0/70 with R0 a power series ring over

some field and 70 an ideal generated by homogeneous polynomials fx, ... , fn

and contained in the square of the maximal ideal. Then / := (/,, ... , ff) is

a standard base of 70 and its coordinates can be considered as a generating set

of gr(70, Rf). The homogeneous elements of degree d of N ,B , are given by

«-tuples g e R-l of homogeneous elements of R0 satisfying

(19) (r,fi) = 0^(r,g)el0,        degf+(d) = degg.

Two such «-tuples g, g' e Rq give the same element of TV (B s if and only if

g = g mod I0RnQ.

An analogous description of the elements of NB is obtained if one omits

the second condition of (19) and the homogeneity condition. The elements of

Fx    are given by «-tuples g satisfying

deg/+(u?) < ordg.

From this it is easily seen that the elements of gr(TVB )(d) are given by «-tuples

of homogeneous elements satisfying (19).   Q.E.D.
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(2.7)    Example. Let B0 := 7?0/70 and

R0 := L[[X, Y, Z]],        70 := (F,, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6),

Fx := X3,        F2 := Y3,        F3 := Z3,

F4:=X2Y,        F5:=Y2Z,        F6:=Z2X.

Here L denotes as usual some field. Then B0 has only tangentially flat defor-

mations.

Proof. We have to show TV ,B A< -1) = 0. The homogeneous elements of

NarlR s  of degree d are given by 6-tuples  G of homogeneous polynomials
8*A**ol

Gx, ... , G6 of degree e = 3 + d such that

(20) (R,F) = 0   implies   (R,G)eI0.

Here F is the 6-tuple with coordinates F{, ..., F6. So we have to show that

any 6-tuple G with homogeneous coordinates of degree e = 3 + d<3-l=2

satisfying (20) is the zero 6-tuple. The proof of this is concentrated in the

following table.

X3    Y3   Z3   X2Y    Y2Z    Z2X

Y                      -X

_Zj_-XY

X Y \
0 0

symmetry: 0      0 0 0

The polynomials of the first row of the table are the generators F( of 70. The

space between the two horizontal lines contains the syzygies of these generators

Fi needed for the proof, and the space below indicates how to see that every

G¡ must be zero.

Note that, since the Fi 's are power products, we may assume that the Gi 's

are monomials (of equal degree < 1). From the first syzygy given in the table

we see that YGX - XG4 G 70 . Since YGX - XG4 is a polynomial of degree at

most two and 70 is generated by power products of higher degree, this implies

YGX -XG4 = 0. In case Gx f= 0 we may assume Gx= X and G4 = Y. This is

what we express by writing the indeterminates X and Y at the first row below

the second line. From the second syzygy we see that Z2-Y-XY-G6e 70. Since

70 is generated by power products this implies either Z • Y, XYG6 G 70, or

Z • Y - XY • G6 = 0. Both is obviously impossible, which we have indicated

by writing " \ ". So Gx must be zero, a fact that is expressed by the first figure

"0" in the row above the last row. The first syzygy now implies XG4 e I0,

hence G4 = 0, which is the meaning of the second figure "0" in this row. By

symmetry we conclude that the remaining coordinates must be zero, too, hence

the figures "0" in the last row.   Q.E.D.
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(2.8)    Example. Let BQ := RQ/I0 and

R0:=L[[X,Y,Z]],        I0:=(Fx,F2,Ff,

Fx := X2 + YZ,        F2 := Y2 + XZ,        F3 := XY.

Then BQ has only tangentially flat deformations.

Proof. Using the conventions of the previous example, we have the following

table.
X2 + YZ    Y2 + XZ        XY

XZ -X2       XY - Z2

Note that any G e R0 defining a homogeneous element of TV ,B . of degree

less than -1 has coordinates of degree zero. The figure "0" in the row above

the last row arises, since Z does not appear as a power product of some Ft.

The remaining zeros come from the fact that

XZ,     X2,     FX=X2 + YZ,     F2 = Y2 + XZ,     F3 = XY

are linearly independent.   Q.E.D.

(2.9)    Example. Let B0 := RQ/I0 and

R0 := L[[X, Y,Z, W]},        70 := (F,, F2,F3,F4),

FX:=XW -YZ,        F2:=X2Z-Y3,

F3:=XZ2 -Y2W,        F4:=YW2 -Z3 .

Then B0 has only tangentially flat deformations.

Note that B0 is the completed local ring at the vertex of the affine cone over

the Macaulay curve Vx2\ (the projection along the second coordinate axis of

the Veronese variety P1 = Vx 4 <-» P4).

Proof. The claim follows from the table below.

XW-YZ    X2Z-Y3    XZ2-Y2W    YW1-Z3

Y2 -Z X

Q.E.D.

YW -Z -X

Z2 -W -Y

-xz_w__-r_
0 Y W \

0 0 0

(2.10)    Example. Let the local ring (B0, n0) be a complete intersection, i.e.,

^o - VA) with

R0:=L[[XX,...,XN]],       70 :=(/,,...,/,),
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and /,,..., fir a regular sequence in 7?0. Suppose B0 is not a regular local

ring. Then B0 has tangentially nonflat deformations.

Proof. We may assume fix has order dx > 2 in R0. There are isomorphisms

(R0/I0f * 70/702,        (rt modIf¡ ~ £ r,ft    modl20
i

and

TV/o-(R0/70)r,        g"igifix),...,gifir)).

The r-tuple (1, 0, ... , 0) of (R0/I0f corresponds to the element

g:I0^ R0/I0,        £ rJi " ri    mod 7o
«

of TV, . The order of g in TV,   is a most -d, , since
'o 'o '

l = g(fx)eg(I0r)Mdf)<£M0.

Therefore

0 ¿ gr(N, ) (< -dx) C gr(TV/ ) (< -1).   Q.E.D.

(2.11) Example. Let (BQ, n0) be a local ring containing some field. Sup-

pose there is some BQ-regular sequence xx, ... , xr G n0 such that B0 :=

BJ(xx, ... , xr) has only tangentially flat deformations. Then the initial forms

of the x¡ in gr(50) form a gr(7?0)-regular sequence and B0 has only tangen-

tially flat deformations.

Proof. Let f:(A,m)—>(B,n) be a flat local homomorphism satisfying 7?/m7i

= B0 . We want to show that / is tangentially flat. For this we may assume that

A , B, BQ are complete local rings. Take elements y, G B with residue classes

in B/mB = B0 corresponding to the x¡ 's. Then the sequence yx, ■ ■ ■ , y is

5-regular (see [Ma, Corollary to Theorem 22.5]). Since B is complete, the

mapping / induces a local homomorphism

(21) A[[Yx,...,Yr]]-+B

sending the indeterminate Yt to yi. Since the regular sequence Yx, ... ,Yr is

mapped to a regular sequence in B, the homomorphism (21) is flat (see [Ma,

Exercise (22.3)]). By construction, the special fiber of (21) is isomorphic to B0 ,

i.e., (21) is tangentially flat. Composition with the canonical homomorphism

A —> A[[YX, ... , Yr]], which is obviously tangentially flat, gives the homomor-

phism /. Hence / is tangentially flat.

To prove the first part of the claim, let K be some field contained in B0 and

consider the special case when / is the canonical injection K —> BQ. As we

have seen the associated homomorphism

K[[Yx,...,Yr]]^B0,        Yit-xt,
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is tangentially flat, i.e.,

K[Yx,...,Yr]-*gr(B0),        F,.~in(x.),

is flat. Therefore the sequence of initial forms in(jc,), ... , in(xr) is gr(50)-

regular.    Q.E.D.

(2.12) Corollary. Let (B0,nf) be an Artin local ring containing some field and

having only tangentially flat deformations. Then gr(B) is a Cohen-Macaulay

ring for every local ring B containing a B-sequence xx, ... , xr such that

B/(xx,...,xr)*B0.

The example that follows is due to D. Eisenbud and J. Herzog (see [He,

Proposition 1]) and gives a very useful criterion for a local ring to have only

tangentially flat deformations. It implies that in the case of embedding dimen-

sion at least three all extremal Gorenstein algebras (see [Sehe]) and many of

the compressed Artin algebras (see [ I, (3.8) and (4.1 A)]) have only tangentially

flat deformations. (Originally the example was formulated for homogeneous

ideals 70 only, and the referee wondered whether the homogeneity hypothesis

is needed. I want to thank him for this.)

(2.13) Example. Let B0 = RQ/I0 be such that RQ = L[[XX, ... , XN]] and

70 has height at least two. Assume that the relation module of gr(70, Rf is

generated by linear syzygies. Then BQ has only tangentially flat deformations.

Proof. See [He, Proposition 1].

3. Singularities defined by power products

(3.1) Proposition. Let L be a field, X = {Xx, ... , XN} a finite set of indeter-

minates, and

B0:=L[[X]]/(sx,...,sn)

with power products sx, ... , sn of equal degree d such that every s¡ is contained

in some subset S(i) ç {sx, ... , sn} satisfying the following conditions.

(i)  The elements of S(i) have greatest common divisor GCD(5(/)) ofi de-

gree at most one.

(ii) Any two elements s,t e S(i)  can be connected by a sequence s =

s/(0), si(Xs,..., si(ks = t of elements from S(i) such that

Si(j-\)ls,(j) = Xu{j)lXv(j)

is the quotient of two indeterminates for j = 1, ... , k .

In this situation B0 has only tangentially flat deformations.

(3.2) Definition. Let S = {sx, ... , sn} be a set of power products of the inde-

terminates Xx, ... , XN such that any two elements s, t e S can be connected

by a sequence 5 = 5({0), s((1), ... , s¡,ks = t  of elements from S such that
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siu-i)l'si(j) = Xtij)lXvU) *s a Quotient of two indeterminates for j = I, ... , k .

Then we say that S is I-connected. Note that the elements of every 1-connected

set of power products have equal degrees, so that it makes sense to speak of the

degree of a l-connected set. If S is any set of power products, the maximal

1-connected subsets of S will be called 1-components. With this terminology,

Proposition (3.1) can be rephrased as follows.

(3.3) Let B0 := L[[XX, ... , XN]]/(sx, ... , sf) be such that sx, ... ,sn are
power products of equal degree d and such that each 1-component of S :=

{sx, ... , sn} has GCD of degree at most one. Then 7?0 has only tangentially

flat deformations.

(3.4) Remark. The set of generators {X3, Y3, Z3, X2Y, Y2Z, Z2X) of the

ideal 70 of Example (2.7) consists of the three 1-components

{X2,X2Y},     {Y3,Y2Z},     {Z3,Z2X}

each having GCD of degree two. We shall see below that the conditions of

Proposition (3.1) are far from being necessary even for power product ideals.

Proof ofi Proposition (3.1). Let Gx, ... , Gn G L[[.Y]] be homogeneous polyno-

mials of degree e < d - 1 such that G := (Gx, ... , Gn) defines an element

of

We have to show G defines the zero element of TV, i.e.,

GieJ0:=(sx,...,sn)L[X]

for every i. Since the s¡ 's are power products, we may assume that the G¡ 's

are monomials.

Consider the 1-component S(i) of S := {sx, ... , sn} containing s¡, and

take any sequence s/(0), ... , s¡,ks G S(i) as in condition (ii) of (3.1).   From

Xv(j)Si(j-l) - Xu(j)SiU) = °  We See that

Xv(j)GiU-l)-XuU)Gi(j)€J0-

Since this polynomial has degree less than the degree d of the generators of

J0 , it must be zero:

XvU)GiU-i)~XuU)GiU)=0-

Iterating this identity, we obtain AG^, = BG¡,ks with

k ( k k

;'=i \j=i ;=i

B-=UXuU)/GCD\tlXvU)'IlXuU)

Trivially we have the analogous identity As¡,Qs = Bs¡
(0) - "°i(k) •
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Now consider the case sj(0) :=s¡ := xf^ ■ ■ ■ xf¡N). By assumption there is at

most one indeterminate, say Xj , dividing GCD(S(i)). In case there is no such

indeterminate let X¡ := 1. Then, given some indeterminate X¡, the sequence
Jo J

s¡ = 5¡(0), 5/(1), ... , j/(fc) can be chosen such that Xj \ s¡,ks in case j i= jQ and

r     Jp   c ir»   r»ac<a     t   —    i T^V/M-w      Ac —    J) c nr\A      V   ^J 'such that Xj f s|(fe) in case j = j0. From Asm = Bsi{k) and Xju> | s/(0) we

^0
deduce X°U) \ BXj .  Since AG^, = BG¡{k) and A, B are relatively prime,

this implies

xjU)\Gmxj0 = Gixj0

This last relation is true for arbitrary j, so that s, I G,X. .   Since the de-
« «      Jo

gree of GiXi   is less than d = degs,, the ith coordinate C7, of G must be
1    Jo ' l

zero.   Q.E.D.

(3.5) Remark. Let B0 := L[[XX, ... , XN]]/I0 be such that 70 is generated

by power products sx, ... , sn of degrees > d and that there is a 1-connected

subset S of {5,, ... , sn} of degree d with GCD of degree at most one. Then

the above argument shows that, given any homogeneous element

/e^gr(flo) = Hom(70,L[A']//0)

of degree less than -1, then f(s) = 0 for s e S.

(3.6) Proposition. Let BQ := L[[XX, ... , XN]]/I0 be such that 70 is an ideal

of R0 := L[[XX, ... , XN]] generated by power products sx, ... , sn of degree

two. Then the following are equivalent.

(i)   B0 has only tangentially flat deformations.

(ii) Every l-component of S := {sx, ... , sn} has GCD of degree at most

one, i.e., consists of at least two elements.

Proof. By (3.1) it suffices to show (i) implies (ii). Assume there is a l-component

of 5" consisting of one single element, say sx . Let g := (1,0, ... , 0) e Rq he

the first coordinate vector and s := (sx, ... , sf. It will be sufficient to show

that g defines an element of TVgr(/ R .. Let h e Rq be such that (h, s) = 0.

We have to prove (h, g) e J0:= (sx, ... , sn)L[Xx, ... , XN]. For this we may

assume that h is one of the generators of the module of syzygies of 5 . Since

the coordinates of s are monomials, we can take as generators the pairwise

relations of the s¡ 's. The case that the first coordinate of h vanishes is trivial,

so we may assume « comes from a relation of sx with some other s¡. By as-

sumption, sx is relatively prime to all other elements of S, so h is a multiple

of (s¡, 0, ... , 0, -sx, 0, ... , 0), where all but the first and the ith coordinate

are zero. But then, (h, g) G (sA) ç JQ .   Q.E.D.

The following two examples are directly derived from Proposition (3.1).

(3.7) Example. The local ring

B0:=L[[Xx,...,XN]]/(Xx,...,XM)d

satisfying 2 < M < TV has only tangentially flat deformations.
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(3.8) Remark. Let K be some field and (B0, n0) some local AT-algebra with

only tangentially flat deformations. From (2.11) we know that every local K-

algebra (B'0, n'f such that

BQ/(xx, ... , xr) = B0

for some regular sequence xx, ... , xr is of the same kind. So, starting with B0 ,

one can produce a whole series of singularities B'Q with only tangentially flat de-

formations. Applied to Example (3.7) the algebras B'0 obtained in this way are

just the so-called extremal Cohen-Macaulay algebras (more precisely those alge-

bras for which gr(B'f is extremal Cohen-Macaulay, see [Sehe]). Among them

are, for example, the singularities defined by the maximal minors of generic ma-

trices and the Cohen-Macaulay singularities of maximal embedding dimension.

(3.9) Example. The local ring

B0:=L[[Xx,...,XN]]/Xx(Xx,...,XM)d

satisfying 2 < M < TV has only tangentially flat deformations.

(3.10) Proposition. Let X and Y be two indeterminates and let

B0:=L[[X,Y]]/IQ

be such that the ideal I0 is generated by power products. Then the following are

equivalent.

(i)   B0 has only tangentially flat deformations.

(ii)   70  is one of the ideals  (X, Y)d,  X(X, Y)d~l,   Y(X, Y)d~l   (d =

1,2,...).

Proof. By (3.7) and (3.9) it is sufficient to show that (i) implies (ii). Let

s0, ... , sn e R0 := L[[X, Y]] be power products forming a minimal gener-

ating set of 70 . Write

Si = Xa{i)Ym,        i = 0,...,n,

and assume that the s As are arranged such that a(0) > a(l) > ••• > a(n).

Then b(0) < b(l) < ■ ■ ■ < b(n), since otherwise some s¡ could be omitted. The

relation module of s0, ... , sn is generated by the syzygies

(22) r*V«-*e('V0>        i=l,...,n.

Here d(i) := b(i) - b(i - 1) and e(i) := a(i - 1) - a(i). First consider the case

that d(i) = e(i) = 1 for every i. Then s,. = xa~tYb+t for i = 0, ... , n and

suitable a, b. The set S := {s0, ... , sn} is 1-connected with GCD equal to

D:=Xa~"Yb. Define

s:=(s0, ... ,sn),    g:=(g0, ... , gf),    g¡ :=sJD.
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Then (r, s) = 0 implies (r, g) = 0 G gr(70, Rf , i.e., g defines an element of

^gr(/0,Äo) • since °y assumption ^gr(/o>/?o)(< -1) = 0,

- degD = deggi - degs¡ > -1,

i.e., deg D < 1. Hence either D = 1, D = X, or D = Y. So 70 is one of the

ideals of (ii).
Next consider the remaining case d(r) > 2 for some r. It suffices to show

that there is a tangentially nonflat deformation of B0 . Define

_ Í 5, for i = 1, ... , r - 1,

'''"\ (l+Z/Yd{r))si   for i = r,...,n

with Z one further indeterminate and let

A:=L[[Z]],        B:=A[[X,Y]]/(t0,...,tn).

Note that sr, ... , sn are multiples of Y (r). To prove that B is flat over A it

is sufficient to show that the relations (22), which can be considered as relations

modulo (Z) of the r, 's, come from relations of the r( 's in A[[X, Y]].

Case 1. Assume i < r. Then

Yä{i)ti_l-Xeii)ti = Yd(i)si_x-XeWsi = 0.

Case 2. Assume i = r. Then

(Yd" + Z)tr_x - X^f = (l + ^) (Yd V, - xe{\) = 0.

Case 3. Assume i > r. Then

A-i-A = (i^)(A-,-A)=o.

We have proved that B is flat over A. For any b e A[[X, Y]] let b denote

the residue class of b in B . Then

ordB(Z • sr/Yd(r)) = ordB(-Sr) > degsr.

Note that the residue class of sr/Yd{r) in the special fiber of B over A has

order _

degsr/Yd{r) = ordB(sr/Yd{r)).

By Theorem (1.5), tangential flatness of B over A would imply

ord^(Z) > degsr - ordB(sr/Yd(r)) = d(r) > 2,

which is absurd.   Q.E.D.

(3.11)    Example. The local ring

B0 := L[[XX,..., XN]]/(X2 ,...,XN)d + Xx(X2,..., XN)d~2

with TV > 3 , d > 2 has only tangentially flat deformations.
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Proof. Let s\, ... , s„ and s\, ... , slm be the power products of X2, ... , XN

of degree d and d - 2 respectively. Then the ideal 70 := (X2, ... , XN) +

XX(X2, ... , XN)d~2 is generated by the family

t:=(tj),    tj:=xlsj,       i = 0,1.

Let g = (gj) be a family of power products defining an element of TV (/ R ,

such that

deggj -degt'j = e < -1.

We have to show that the element of TV (/ R , defined by g is zero. Note that

the set of «*' 's consists of the two 1-components {tx, ... , tn) and [tx, ... , tm}

of degree d and d - 1  respectively.  From Remark (3.5) we see that g1 G

gr(70, Rf) for every j, hence we may assume gj = 0 for every j.

For arbitrary i the monomial Xxt° is divisible by some i!, i.e.,

x/i-xat)=o

for some power product Xa of degree two depending upon i. Therefore

xxg¡ = xxgi-xag)e&iiQ,RQ).

The degree of Xxgi is less than d, so Xxgi e XX(X2, ... , XN) ~ , hence

gfe(X2,...,XN)d~2 for every i.

Next, let f(  and ty be such that /; //,.. is a quotient of two indeterminates,

say

Xvtï-X/( = Q,        u,v¿l.

Then Xvgf - Xug®, e gr(70, Rf.   Since Xvgf and Xug°  have degrees less

than d , their difference is even in Xx (X2 , ... , XN) ~2 , i.e., Xvg® - Xugf, = 0

mod (Xf). Hence modulo Xx ,

o       0       v      „ 0     0
Si-Si' =XU:XV= st:sf.

The vector g := (g®, ... , gf¡ is proportional modulo Xx to the vector s° :=

(sx , ... , sn). Since g has coordinates of degree less than d , this implies

gf = 0 mod (Xx) for every /.

On the other hand we have proved gf e (X2, ... , XN)d~2. Therefore, gf e

XX(X2,... , XN)d~2 and, observing that deggf <d-l, g° = 0.   Q.E.D.

(3.12) Theorem. Let L be a field and 70 an ideal ofi the power series ring

R0 := L[[X, Y, Z]] generated by power products sx, ... , sn of degree two and

three. Suppose that S := {sx, ... , sn} is a minimal generating set for 70 and

that dim B0 = 0.
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Then B0 := RJI0 has only tangentially flat deformations if and only if S is,
up to permutation of the indeterminâtes, one of the sets enumerated below.

elements of S *0(*0)        «i dim, T,
i

X2,XY,XZ,Y2,YZ, 4      1+37 15

XfXY,XZ, YfZ¿

3.       X2 , XZ , Y2 , YZ2 , Z3

X2, Y2, Z2,XYZ

5. X2 ,Z2 ,XY2 ,XYZ,

y3, Y2Z

6. XZ, Y2 , X\ X2Y,

YZ2,Z3

1.       X2 ,XY2 ,XYZ,XZ2

y\ y2z, yz2,z3

8. XZ , X3 , X2Y, XY2

y3, Y2Z , YZ2 , Z3

9. X2,XY2, xz2, y3

Y2Z, YZ2 ,Z3

10. X2, XY2, XYZ, y3

Y2Z, YZ2, Z3

11. X\X2Y,X2Z,XY2,

xyz,xz2, y3, Y2Z,

YZ2 ,Z3

12. X2 , XY2 , XYZ, y3

YZ2 ,Z3

13. x2, A"yz, y3, y2, z.

yz2,z3

14. x2, xz2, y3, y2z,

yz2, z3

15. x*, X2Y, X2Z, XY2 ,

xz2, y3, y2z, yz2,

5    1 + 37 + 7"

7    1 + 37 + 37-"

7      1 + 37 + 37"

1 + 3T + 47"

8      1 + 37 + 47"

9      1 + 37+57"

9     1 + 37 + 57"

10     1+37 + 67"

8 c¿2

10, c = 2

13, c^2

15, c = 2

12, c/2

18, c = 2

23, c^2

27, c = 2

21, c^2

23, c = 2

38, c^2

40, c = 2

36

10      l + 37 + 572 + 73        26,      c ¿ 2

33,      c = 2

10     l + 37+572 + r3       27,      C5^2,3

28,      c = 3

30,      c = 2

57

11      l+37 + 572 + 273     23, c/2,3

24, c = 3

25, c = 2

11      l + 37 + 57'2 + 273      22, c^2

26, c = 2

11      1+ 37+572 + 2r3     23, c^2

28, c = 2

11      l+37 + 672 + 73        42,      c ¿ 2

48,      c = 2
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elements of S e0(B0)     H°Ba dimL 7¿o

16. x\x2Y,X2Z,XYZ,

XZ2,Y2 ,Y2Z,YZ2, 11      l + 3r + 6T2 + 73                 44, c/2,3

Z3 46, c = 2,3

17. X3,X2Y, X2Z, XZ2, 12     l + 37, + 67,2 + 273              38, c/2

y3 ,Y2Z,YZ2, Z3 41, c = l

18. X3,X2Z,XY2,XYZ, 12      1 + 37 + 6r2 + 273               37, c¿2

xz2, y3, y2z, z3 39, c = 2

19. at3, z2z, xy2, xyz, 12     1+ 37 + 67'2 + 27'3            37, c¿2,3

XZ2,Yi,YZ2,Zi                                                                           38, c = 2,3

20. X3, X2Z, XY2 , XYZ , 13      1 + 3J + 672 + 2T-3 36

y3, yz2, z3

21. X\X2Z,XYZ,XZ2, 13     l + 37 + 6r2 + 273 + 74     33, c^3

Yi,Y2Z,YZ2,Zi 37, c = 3

22. A'3,X2Z, XYZ, XZ2, 14      1 + 37+ 6r2 + 373 + T4     28, c^2,3

y3, y2Z, Z3 29, c = 2

31,     c=3

23. X\X2Z,XZ2,Y3, 14      1 +37 + 672 + 37-3 + 74      31,      c^3

Y2Z,YZ2,Zi 33,      c = 3

24. X3,X2Z, Xy2, y3, 14      l + 3r+672 + 473 39

XZ2, Z3

7« i«e /aè/e efBf denotes the multiplicity of B0, TB   is Schlessinger's module,

and c is the characteristic of L.

The proof of the theorem is tedious and consists in checking a rather large

number of cases using the previous propositions and the method of Example

(2.7). We omit it.

4. Further examples

In this section we use the results obtained so far to construct singularities

with only tangentially flat deformations, which are not necessarily defined by

power products. The following example illustrates how to decide whether an

inhomogeneous singularity has only tangentially flat deformations. One uses the

fact that, by Theorem (2.5), the existence of tangentially nonflat deformations

implies the existence of such deformations for the associated singularity defined

by homogeneous equations (or by power products, see below).

(4.1)    Example. Let the ideal 70 of T?0 := L[[X, Y, Z]] be generated by the
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polynomials

fx:=X2 + Z3,       fi2:=XYZ,       fi:=Z2 + X3.

Then B0 := R0/I0 has only tangentially flat deformations.

Proof. Let fxo := X2, f20:= XYZ , /30 := Z2 be the initial forms of the fii.

We first show that the ideal l'0 generated by fix0, fi20, fi30 defines a singularity

with only tangentially flat deformations. This is easy, since there is no problem

to write down the syzygies of the fi0 's, and follows from the table below (using

the terminology of Example (2.7)).

X2    XYZ      Z2
rio YZ     -X

r,n Z       -XY

r     tf_-X230 "5-ö-Ö"

Note that the syzygies of the table constitute a complete set of generators for

the relation module of fi0 := (fixo, fi20, /30). Further, all these syzygies come

from syzygies of / := (fx, fi2, ff):

(rxo,f) = YZ* = -X2Zf2 + YZ2fi,

(r20, fi) = - X*Y = -X2Yfi + XZ2f2,'20>J'~       "*•   * "■   -1 Jl ^'»"  Jl-

(r30,f) = Z5-X5 = -X3fix+Z3fi3.

So the (well-known) Lemma (4.3) below implies that the initial ideal of 70 is

generated by fx0, fi20, /30 , i.e.,

gr(70 ' Ro) = gr(7ó ' Ro) ■

Therefore,

^gr(/0,Ao)«-l) = ^,«0,«-l)=0,

and the claim follows from Theorem (2.5).   Q.E.D.

To state the lemma in the context general enough for later use, we have to

introduce some terminology.

(4.2)    Definition. Let L be a field and Xx, ... , XN finitely many indetermi-

nates. An order function on the power products in Xx, ... , XN is a map

ord: {Xv \ve NN} -» N

associating to each power product Xv = Xxw • • >X#  ' a nonnegative integer

ord(X") and satisfying the following conditions.

(i)   ord(;0 < ord(;0 if Xv divides Xw .

(ii) Given any d, there are only finitely many power products Xv  such

that ord(Xv) = d.
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FRQ = {F R0} on BQ := R0/I0 (i.e., F BQ is the canonical image of F RQ

Note that the sequence

{min{deg(Xv)\ord(Xv)>d}}d=QA2<

goes to infinity.

The standard example for an order function is

deg(Xv) = \v\:=v(l) + --- + v(N)

associating to each power product its total degree. Another example is the

lexicographic order function

v        ( number of power products
Ord(X ) := < .        „

( preceding X  lexicographically

(order first by total degree and then, within each degree, lexicographically).

Further examples are the weights associated with graded Hodge algebras (see

[DEP, proof of Proposition 1.1]).

The filtration of R0 := L[[XX, ... , XN]] associated with the order function is

defined by
FdR0 := (Xv | ord(.0 > d)RQ

for d e N.   Let 70 be an ideal of 7?0  and TB0 the filtration induced by

FR0 = {FdR0} on

in Bf). Further let
a:NxN^N

define a commutative semigroup structure on the nonnegative integers with 0 G

N the identity element such that a is strictly monotonous with respect to both

variables and such that

(23) FdR0.Fd'R0CFa{d'dl)R0

for d, d! G N. We shall say in this case that a is compatible with ord.

The function a can be the usual addition,

a(d, d') = d + d! ,

in case ord is the weight coming from some Hodge algebra structure on B0 or

in case ord = deg. In case ord = Ord is the lexicographic order, a can be

chosen to be

(24) a(d,d') := min{Ord(A-u+w') | Ord(Xu) > d, Ord(AT"') > d'}.

Given any such a, the graded module

&F,aiB0):=QTdB0/Td+lB0

d>0

associated with the filtration FR0 admits an (N, a)-graded ring structure such

that

(r mod Fd+lB0) ■ (r mod Td'+lB0)

= (r-r' mod Fa(d'd')+X Bf .
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For example, if B0 is (the completion at the irrelevant ideal of) a graded Hodge

algebra on the partially ordered set 77 := {Xx, ... , XN) governed by the mono-

mial ideal X (see [DEP]), ord is the associated weight function [DEP, proof of

Proposition 1.1], and a(d, d') :=d + d', then grF¡a(B0) s L[7L]/XL[77] is the

associated discrete Hodge algebra.

The initial ideal of 70 with respect to the given ord and a is the kernel of

the canonical homomorphism grF a(Rf) —► grf a(Bf ,

&F,aih> Ro) := ker(grF,a(*o) -> &F,a(Bo))

^Q)i0nFdR0/i0nFd+lR0.

d>0

If ord is the lexicographic order function and a is defined as in (24), then

grf Q(70,7v0)   is the ideal generated in the polynomial ring   grF Q(7?0)   =

L[XX, ... , XN] by the lexicographically first monomials of the elements of IQ .

For every power series f e R0 let

ordF(fi):=sup{deN\fieFdR0}.

Then from (23) we see

(25) ordF(f-f)>a(ordFfi,ordFf).

The initial form of / G R0 in grf a(RQ) is defined to be

inF(f) := (fmodFd+lRf e grF JRf

in case d := ordF / is finite and is defined to be zero otherwise. A standard

base of 70 with respect to the given ord and a is an «-tuple f = (f1,..., fn)

of elements from 70 such that the initial forms inf (ff of the coordinates of

/ generate grf a(70, Rf . This means that

70 n FdR0 = j¿ rifii | rt e R0, a(ordf rt, ordf fif>d\

for every d. (" D " is trivial and " ç " is true modulo F +lR0, so the identity

follows from the Artin-Rees lemma and the fact that F R0 is contained for

large k in arbitrarily high powers of the maximal ideal.) In particular the fii

generate 70.

In what follows the ring grf a(Rf), which is isomorphic to L[XX, ... , XN]

as an L-vector space, will be considered to be contained in

R0 = L[[XX,...,XN]].

Note that then the multiplication in grf a(R0) satisfies

xv-xw = l r+W  if 0Td^xV+W) ={0Td{xV)' 0Td{xW))'

0 otherwise.
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An element f = YlcvxV e Ro> cv e L, is called homogeneous of order d if

cv ± 0 implies ord(X1') = d. Note that homogeneous elements of R0 are auto-

matically in grp. a(R0) ■ Let fix, ... , fne R0 be homogeneous elements. Then

a homogeneous syzygy of f := (fi, ... , fif is an «-tuple r = (rx, ... ,rn) e RnQ

of homogeneous elements of RQ suchthat (r, f) = 0 and »(ord^-r,, ordF fA)

is independent upon i whenever it is defined. Here the subscript "gr" means

that in the sum
n

(r>f)êr = J2rifi
(=1

the products rifi should be carried out in the ring grf a(Rf). The number

a(ordFr¡, ordF fi) will be called the syzygy order of r, which must not be

confused with ord r, the «-tuple of the ord ri 's.

(4.3) Lemma. Let R0 := L[[XX, ... , XN]] be a power series ring over the

field L, 70 an ideal ofi R0, s := (sx, ... , sn) e R^ a system of generators

for 70 (i.e., the coordinates of s generate If), ord an order function, and a:Nx

N —> N a commutative semigroup structure on N compatible with ord. Further

let r1 = (r[, ... , iff) e grf a(Rf)n, j = I, ... ,k, be homogeneous syzygies

ofi inF(s) := (ynF(sf), ... , inF(sf)) generating the relation module of inF(s).

Consider grf a(Rf = L[XX, ... , XN] to be a ring contained in R0 as an L-

linear subspace. Then the following are equivalent.

(i)  s is a standard base of 70.

(ii) There are n-tuples h1 = (h\, ... , hJn) e R^ such that in R0, (r1, s) =

(hJ, s) for every j and such that a(ordf h\, ordF s A) is greater than the

syzygy order of rJ for every i (and every j).

If these conditions are satisfied, the syzygies r - h , ... , r  - h   of s form

a generating system of the relation module of s.

Proof. The implication (i) => (ii) follows directly from the fact that 70 n F R0
coincides with

lid) := [J2 rfi I ri e Ro > a(oraV r¡ - ordf s¡) >d}

for every d . For, by definition of rJ ,

ordF(rJ, s) > syzygy order of r1,    say d(j) ,

hence (rJ ,s)eIQn FdU)+lRQ = I(d(j) + 1).

Let us prove that (ii) implies (i). We have to show that 70 n FdRQ C 7(<5?)

for every d . Since 70 = 7(0), it suffices to prove

(26) I(k)r\FdR0Cl(k+l)   for k<d.

Let x e I(k) n FdR0 . Then there is some h = (hx, ... , hf e R"Q such that

(27) x = (h,s)   and   a(ordFht, ordFsA)>k
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for every /. We may assume that equality holds in (27) for at least one /.

For every given r e R0 let r(j), j = 0, 1, 2, ... , denote the homogeneous

elements of 7?0 satisfying

oo

r = Yl rU) and  ordF r0') = i ■
7=0

Then, comparing coefficients in the identity x = (h, s), we obtain for the

homogeneous elements of order k ,

0 = ¿(V,)(/c),
«=i

i.e., there is some nonzero «-tuple 77 = (77,, ... , Hf) e Rna such that 77; is

either zero or the initial form of «( and such that 77 is a homogeneous syzygy

of va.Fis) with syzygy order k . In particular, 77 can be expressed in terms of

the generators r1. There are elements «a, G R0 and tí = (h[, ... , h'n) e 7?q

such that
k

h = ^a/'/ +h'

7=1

and

a(a(ordF a. ordf r¡), ordf sf > k,
(2o) !

a(ordf h¡, ordF s A) > k + 1

for every i. The element x = (h, s) can now be written

k

x = Y^ia}hJ ,s) + (h' ,s).

7 = 1

To prove x e I(k + 1), it will be sufficient to show that each term on the right is

in I(k + 1). The second inequality of (28) implies (tí, s) e I(k + 1). Further

a(ordFajhJt, ordFs¡)

> a(a(ordF a; ordf hJf, ordf sf

= a(ordf üj, a(ordf h\, ordF s A))

> a(ordf üj, d(j)) + 1    by hypothesis (ii))

= a ( ordf a , min a(ordf rj, ordF s¡) 1 + 1

= min a(ordF üj, a(ordF r¡, ordf sf) + 1

>k+l    (by (28)).

Therefore (ajhj, s) e I(k + 1) as required. This proves (26), and hence that

(ii) implies (i).
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We have yet to prove that rl -hl, ... , r -h   generate the relation module

Z(s) of s . Let « = («,,..., hf) e RnQ be a syzygy of 5 such that

(¿(ordphi, ordFsA) >q

for every i. Then, using the same arguments as above, we see that there are

elements «2  G R0 and h' = (h'x, ... , h'n) e Rq such that

(29) h = f2"jirj-hi) + h'
7=1

and

a(ordFh'¡, ordps¡)>g+l.

Iterating identity (29), we see that every syzygy A of í can be written

k

h = ^2aj(rJ -hj)    modZ(s)n(F9R0)n

7=1

with suitable coefficients a   G 7?0 and q arbitrarily large.   In particular,  q

can be chosen such that F9R0 is contained in arbitrarily high powers of the

maximal ideal 9tt0 of R0, i.e., by the Artin-Rees lemma,

k

Z(s) = Y,R0(rJ-hJ) + mi0.Z(s).

7=1

Hence the syzygies rj - hj generate Z(s).   Q.E.D.

(4.4) Definition. Let S be a locally Noetherian scheme, E a locally free sheaf

on S of finite rank r, and

V:=V(E) = SpecS(E)

the associated vector bundle on 5. A. family ofi affine cones over S is a closed

subscheme

X := SpecS(£)/7 ^ V

defined by a sheaf 7 of homogeneous ideals of the symmetric algebra S(7?) of

E over tfs such that the composition X —> V -* S is a flat morphism.

(4.5) Proposition. Let X —> V —> S be a family of affine cones over a locally

Noetherian scheme S, and let s0 e S be a point such that the normal sheaf of

the fiber X. over sn in V has no nonzero homogeneous sections ofi degree less

than minus one,

Afx       (<-l) = 0.

Then the same is true for all points s from a neighborhood U of s0,

yPXJV(<-l) = 0   fiorseU.
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Proof. The assertion is local. So we may assume

S = Spec A,     V = SpecA[T] = \Ns,    X = SpecA[T]/IA.

Here A is a Noetherian ring, T = {Tx, ... , TN} is a finite set of indetermi-

nates, and IA is a homogeneous ideal of the graded ring

oo

RA:=A[T) = ®RAid),        RA(d):=   0   <'-f/

such that BA := RA/IA is flat over A . For every s e Spec A let

Bk(s)--=BA®AkiS)> Rk(s)--=RA®AkiS)>

where k(s) is the residue class field of s , and let 7fc,. denote the kernel of the

canonical homomorphism 7?fc, . —> Z?fc, . . Then the normal sheaf of Xs in 1^

is the cfx -module associated with

^):=Hom^,(/^)'%))-

Consider a complex L : • • • —» Lp~  —> Lp —► L^"1"  —» • ■ • of finitely generated

flat modules over A and the additive functors

F* : yi-Mod -» v4-Mod,        M^H\L®aM),

associated with L. Then it is well known (and easy to see, cf. [Ha, Theorem

12.8]) that the functions

Specvl -» N,       pM h'(p, L) := dimfc(p) Tl(k(p))

are upper semicontinuous with respect to the Zariski topology on Spec A .

The assertion of the proposition will be proved if we can show that there is

some complex L as above such that

TV, «-i)s¡r°(*(í))

for every s e Spec A . Let

(30) ...--^.^.-^-»o

be a graded free resolution of IA over RA . Apply the functor HomÄ (D, BA)

to get a complex of free BA -modules

(31) O^^0^^1^---

and take the subcomplex over A generated by the homogeneous elements of

degree less than minus one:

L: 0-(73^)(<-l)- (Br>)« -1)----.

We shall show this is the complex we are looking for. Apply the functor ®Ak(s)

to the complex (30). The resulting complex

(32) --»^-^-/.»^(^-»O
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is a graded free resolution of IA ®A k(s) over Rk,,, since its ith homology is

77( = Tor^(7^, k(s)) = 0. Note that IA is ,4-flat, since RA and BA have this

property. From the definition of 7^, and the fact that BA is /1-flat, we see

that Ik,ss = IA ®A k(s), so (32) may be considered as a graded free resolution

of Ik,s) over Rk{ss. Apply HomÄ   (D, Bk^) to obtain an exact sequence

(33) 0 -, Nk{s) - B[\s) - B[\s).

All the homomorphisms above between free modules over RA, BA, Rk,,,

Bk,s can be represented by matrices with elements from 7?^ . Application of the

functor ®Ak(s) does not change the matrix and application of the contravariant

Hom-functors replaces the matrices by its transposes. Taking this into account,

it is easily seen that the second map of (33) is given by the same matrix like the

first map of (31 ). So application of ®Ak(s) to (31 ) gives the exact sequence (33).

Taking elements of degree less than minus one, we obtain the exact sequence

This proves

0-^TV,   (<-l)^L°®Ak(s)^Ll ®Ak(s).

Nj   (<-l)^H°(L®Àk(s)) = T°(k(s)).   Q.E.D.

The following assertion can be considered, in some sense, as a special case of

(4.5), but seems to be more important for applications. We give an independent

proof.

(4.6) Proposition. Let R0 := L[[XX, ... , XN]] and let I0 be a homogeneous

ideal of RQ (with respect to the usual grading by total degree). Further let ord be

an order function on the power products in Xx, ... , XN and a a commutative

group structure on Z compatible with the natural order on Z and such that

(34) a(ord(Xv), ord^"')) - ord(X"W).

Consider grf a(Rf asan L- linear subspace ofi R0.

If B'0 := R0/l'0 has only tangentially flat deformations with l'0 the ideal
generated by the initial forms inF(fi) e grf a(R0) of the elements f e I0, the

same is true for B0 := R0/I0.

The following implication is true:

^FjIo,Ro)i<-l)-O^N^Ro)«-l) = 0,

when grf Q(7?0) is considered to be N-graded with the graded structure coming

from the usual graded structure of L[XX, ... , XN] defined by total degree.

The proof follows from the lemma below, which uses the notion of graded

structure in a slightly generalized sense. We say a module TV over an N-graded

ring R = 0 R(d) has a generalized graded structure over R if

®Nid)CNçl[Nid)
dez dez
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for suitable R(0)-submodules N(d) of TV satisfying R(d')-N(d) C N(d + d')
and called submodules of homogeneous elements of degree d. The notion of

graded homomorphism (of degree zero) is defined in the usual way.

(4.7)   Lemma. Let R be a Noetherian ring equipped with a descending filtration

FR: ■ ■ ■ D FdR D Fd+lR D ■ ■ ■       (d e N)

by ideals F R and a a commutative group structure on Z, which is compatible

with the natural order on Z, has identity element 0 e N, and is such that
FdR-Fd'RCFa(d'dl)R. Then

grF JR):=®FdR/Fd+1R

¿€N

admits canonically the structure of an (Z, afgraded ring such that

-¿+1 n / r-<*+lgrf JI,R):=@InFdR + Fd+1R/Fd+lR

</€N

is a homogeneous ideal. So grTV7 and TV     {/ R, are well defined (Z, afgraded

modules (the latter in the generalized sense).

There is a graded injective homomorphism of degree zero,

(35) «^/-V-f.«'

Moreover, if R = 0fc6Ni?(/c) is an N-graded ring, I = ®keNI(k) a homoge-

neous ideal, and the filtration FR of R is compatible with the graded structure,

FdR = 0 FdR(k),        FdR(k):=FdRnR(k),

k€N

then the N-graded structure on R induces Z-graded structures on grf a(R),

grf a(I, R), grNj, and N^    (/ R, (for the latter in the generalized sense) such

that (35) is also graded of degree zero with respect to these additional graded

structures. In particular, if grF a(R) is Noetherian, TVgr    (/ R, is considered to

be Z-graded with respect to the graded structure coming from R, and if

V.C«)«-1)-0
and the filtration induced by FR on R/I is separated, then TV/(< -1) = 0.

Proof. We shall write "/ + ;'" instead of a(i, j). To construct the homomor-

phism (35), let G egrNj be some homogeneous element of degree d and take

any

geNI = HomR(I,R/I)

with initial form in(g) := (g mod Fd+l) = G. Then

g(I n FjR) C FJ+dR + I/I
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for every j. Hence g induces homomorphisms

gij) ■ I n FjR/I n Fj+iR - FJ+dR + I/Fj+d+1R + I

defining a homogeneous element of degree d of TV^    (/ R,.  If g  e TV, is

another element with initial form G, then g - g' e FN+i, hence g(j) = g'(j)

for every j. This proves there is a well-defined graded homomorphism of

degree zero,

&Ni^NeF  </,*).        G = mig)»@gU)-
76Z

Suppose g(j) = 0 for every j . Then

g(InFjR)CFj+d+lR + I/I,

hence G = (g mod F^"1"1) = 0. The homomorphism is injective.

Assume R is N-graded, 7 is homogeneous, and the filtration is compatible

with the graded structure. Then the induced Z-graded structures on grf a(R),

grF a(I, R), gr Nj, N^ ^ R) are given, respectively, by

grF JR)(k) = ®FdR(k)/Fd+lR(k),

deN

,(¡n„ s    ,    ^íJ + l „,, , ir.d+1gXpJI, R)(k) = 01(k) n FdR(k) + Fd+iR(k)/Fd+lR(k),

</6N

(gr Nf(k) = «j (gd mod Fd+l)dez

g(grF a(I, R)(j)) C
<V.f.*>)(*)sB 8 G N&f,J'-r)

gd(I(j))ÇR(j + k)/I(j + k)ï

for every 7 J

grp a(R)(j + k)

grFJI,R)(j + k)

for every 7

Therefore, if G := (gd mod Fd+l)deZ is in (gr7V,)(/c),

^»/•«r- *(y + Ä:)     Fd+17v+l
^(7(;)nFuR(7))ç /(; + fc) n

F¿+'Tv(7 + fe) + 7(7 + fe)
7(7 + *)

so that the image of C7 in TV      ,. „,  is homogeneous of degree k. In other

words, the homomorphism (35) respects the graded structures coming from that

of R.

Finally assume TVgr    (/ R)(< -1) = 0 and let g e TV, be homogeneous of

degree k < -1 and of FN -order d. Then

in(£) = (#modF^+1) G grTV,
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gives a homogeneous element of degree k of TV ,, R), so in(g) must be

zero, i.e., g has infinite FN -order. If the filtration induced by FR on R/I is

separated, this implies g = 0.   Q.E.D.

(4.8) Example. Let B0 he the local ring at the vertex of the affine cone over

the Grassmann variety Gd n of ¿/-planes in «-space (with respect to the usual

embedding by Grassmann coordinates). Then the ring B0 has only tangen-

tially flat deformations in case (d, n) ^ (2, 4) and is a complete intersection

otherwise.

Proof. The graded ring gr(7i0) is just the homogeneous coordinate ring of

Gd n , hence admits an ordinal Hodge algebra structure on the poset 77 = { d }

consisting of the symbols

xiL]       (['.] = [i'i » • • • , id],  1 </',<■■■ < id < n)

and equipped with the partial order

[<".] < [<".]   if ik < ik for k = I, ... , d

(see [DEP, Theorem 11.1]). The associated discrete Hodge algebra is

500 := L[77]/ZL[77]

with L the residue class field of B0 and X the ideal of monomials generated

by the products X., • X., with [/".] and [j.] incomparable. In case « = 4,

d = 2 there is only one such product, X, 4] • X„ 3]. So 500 is a complete

intersection and hence B0 is.

Returning to the general case, we want to show BQ has only tangentially flat

deformations. For this we shall apply Proposition (4.6) with "ord" the weight

function on the monimials in the variables from 77 defined by the partial order

of 77 (see [DEP, proof of Proposition 1.1]). We see that it is sufficient to show

TV„  (<-l) = 0

when TV„    is considered to have the graded structure coming from the graded
"00

structure of the polynomial ring L[77] defined by total degree. Let S be the

set of generators X., • X., of S. By Proposition (3.6) it suffices to show that

every 1-component of -S consists of at least two elements. In what follows we

shall say that a finite ascending sequence of integers xx < x2 < ■ ■ ■ < xk has a

gap between x¡ and xi+x if xi+x -x¡> 1, and the number

it

S '■= J2(xi - x«-i - !) = xk - x\ - ik - l)
1 = 2

will be called the gap number of the sequence.

Assume there is a 1-component of -S containing only one element, say Xf)<] •

X ,. Then, since [/'.] and [j.] are incomparable, we may assume that

(36) (1 <) i. < ja < •■■ < jk < ■ •• < jb < ib (< «)
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for suitable subscripts a, b. In particular d > b-a+l and n > b-a+3. There

cannot exist a variable different from X , and X , and incomparable with one

of these two variables, since otherwise the 1-component of X ,-X.. , would have

another element. In case the sequence (36) has one or more gaps, such a variable

exists, i.e, this cannot happen. From (36) we see that each of the sequences

0 < 7, < • • • < ja and jb < ■■■ < jd < n + 1 has at least one gap, so that

there is more than one possible choice for the integers jk £ [ja, ja+l, ... , jb)

provided there are such integers jk . Hence there are not, i.e., d = b - a + 1,

a=l, b = d.

By (36), the sequence /,<••■< ik < ■■■ < id has gap number equal to two.

So there cannot be any ik strictly between /, and id (there would be several

choices for ik), i.e., «7 = 2.

The gap number of 0 < ix < i2 < n + 1 is (n + 1) - 3 = n - 2. So

in case « > 5 there is a gap between 0 and /, or i2 and « + 1, which is

impossible. Therefore, « = 4 and d = 2. But this situation has already been

treated.   Q.E.D.

(4.9)    Example. Let Q." be the Schubert variety of «7-planes W in «-

space V intersecting a given flag Q^Vx^---^.Vn = V such that

dim(WnVn_d+k_aJ>k   fork=l,...,d.

Then the local ring Bn at the vertex of the affine cone over Q"      „   with
u üj ,...,ad

respect to the embedding by Grassmann coordinates has only tangentially flat

deformations in the case Qa a ^ G2 4, fi, 0 and is a complete intersection

otherwise.

Proof. We may assume that at least one ak is positive, the case ak < 0 for all

k being treated in the previous example. The graded ring gr(50) is obtained

from the coordinate ring of Gd n as a factor ring modulo the ideal generated

by the indeterminates X,      , , such that
i«i >■•■> «¿j

ik<ad_k+x + (k-l)   fork=l,...,d

(skip the inequalities with nonpositive ad_k+x). Therefore, gr(7?0) admits the

structure of an ordinal Hodge algebra on the poset

ik i ad-k+\ + (& - 1) for at least

one k such that ad_k+x is positive J

with the partial order induced from the partial order of the poset 77 of the

previous example (see [DEP, Proposition 1.2 and §11]). Let S' be the set of

generators for the associated ordinal ideal of monomials. As in the previous

example it will be sufficient to show the 1-components of S' contain at least

two elements. Suppose there is a generator

(37) xlL].x^es',

77':=
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whose 1-component contains no further element. Then there is no variable in

77 different from X . and X , and incomparable with one of these variables.

As in the previous example, we may assume

(38) (1 <) ia < ja < • • • < jk < ■ ■ ■ < jb < ib (< n)

for suitable subscripts a, b . If there is some ik or jk that can be increased

preserving these inequalities, we get a contradiction. So the following sequences

have no gap:

*i <•"<»«. Vu < • • • < h < f*+i < ' • " < *d <n + l '

A V

Jl<-~<Ja<Ja+l< — <Jb>Jb+l< — <Jé<n+l-

The gap numbers of ia < ia+x and jb < jb+x are 2 and 1, respectively. In

particular,

n = ix+d+l = jx+d,        h<h>

and

h < h   for k= I, ... , a,

jk< ik   for k = a+l, ... ,b.

So, if a ^ 1, one could increase / . Hence a = 1. Similarly, if a + 1 / b,

one could increase jb . Hence b = 2 .

If /, > 1, X{i_x t¡.y i 77', hence /, - 1 = ad_x+x + (1 - 1), i.e, ad =

ix - I > 1 . Therefore dim W n V„_d+d_a  > d implies

w = vn_x.

Note that W<T\ Vn_d+k_a = WnV{n_x)_d+k_(a _x). Therefore, the substitutions

ik i-> ik — 1, ak >-* ak - 1, « i-» « - 1 define an isomorphism

ax,...,ad a,-l.a¿-l

This shows that we may assume /, = 1 and hence « = d + 2.

If b ji d, XUit   JM_x>Jd] i 77', hence jb+x - 1 = ad_b_x+x + b. Note

that Ä = 2, 7Ä+, = 5 . Therefore ad_2 = 2. This corresponds to the condition

The other conditions, k < dim W n Fn_rf+A._a = dim W n Kfc+2_a , give a

contradiction if one afc is greater than 2, and are otherwise empty for k =

I, ... , d - 3 . Therefore,

Í0 if some a, > 2,k

&n~{d~}] „ „   m „    otherwise.
ad_{-{d-2),ad-(d-l)

So we are reduced to the case « = 4, d = 2.
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In case a2 = ad> 1 we see as above Qa  a =Qa _x a _,, which we already

know to be impossible. So we may assume a2 = 0, i.e.,

Çl = ita  0 = { W ç V | dim W n V3_a > 1}

(dim V = 4, dim W = 2). Then (0 <) ax < 2, since otherwise Q = 0. In

case a, = 2, Q = P2 = Qq , which we excluded from the beginning. In the

remaining case ax = 1, Q = Q, 0, the cone over £2 is easily seen to be a

complete intersection.   Q.E.D.

(4.10) Example. Let 0 < dx < ■ ■ ■ < de < n be integers and let Fn(dx, ... ,de)

denote the variety of flags Vd %---%Vd in «-space V satisfying dim Vd = dk

for k = I, ... , e. Consider Fn(dx, ... ,df) to be embedded in the usual way

by Grassmann coordinates:

Fnidx,...,de)^f[Gdkn^flp(/\^v).
k=\ k=\    v '

Then the local ring B0 at the vertex of the affine cone over Fn(dx, ... , de)

m Ii;t=i A * V has only tangentially flat deformations in case (n,e,df) ^

(4, 1,2) and is a complete intersection otherwise.

Proof. The graded ring gr(y30) admits an ordinal Hodge algebra structure on the

poset 77' := [fk=x{¡¡ } of symbols X., such that [/.] = [ix, ... , id ], 1 < /', <

• • • < id <n, k = 1, ... , e, with the partial order defined by [/',,..., id ] <

D'i » • •• . Jdk,1 if dk ^ dk' and h < 7'i, • • • , idk, < jdk, (see [DEP, §17]). Let

S' be the set of products X., «X^, with [i] and [j.] incomparable. As above

it will be sufficient to show that the 1-components of S' contain at least two

elements.

Let the product X[U]-Xym] he in S', [i.] = [ix, ... , id¡] and [j.] = [;,,...,

;'. ] are incomparable. We have to find an element of 77' different from the"P
variables X., and X . and incomparable with at least one of them. Assume

dk > dk, (hence k > k'). In case this inequality is strict, such a new variable is

Xv.v        [i'.]:=[ix,...,idk,],

with [/'] obtained from [/.] by omitting coordinates. So assume k = k'. But

then we are in a situation already considered. From Example (4.8) we know

there is a variable of the kind we are looking for, except in the case « = 4,

dk = 2 . In this latter case we may assume,

[/.] = [!, 4],       [;.] = [2,3].

If dk ¿ de (i.e., de = 3), the variable Xy,} with [/'] = [2,3,4] is in 77' and

incomparable with Xr/,. So we are reduced to the case («, de) = (4, 2). The
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case e = 1 has already been treated in Example (4.8), since F (2) = G2 4. So

the only remaining case is that of the flat variety F4(l, 2). But then X,, is in

77' and is incomparable with X , = X2 3].   Q.E.D.

(4.11) Remark. In the same style as in the above examples one can treat deter-

minantal varieties, Pfaffian varieties, varieties of complexes, and many others.

We shall give here only one further example, the Veronese varieties.

(4.12) Example. Let Vm n denote the Veronese variety, i.e., the image of the

w-tuple embedding P" -> PN, TV := (m+") - 1. Then the local ring B0 at the

vertex of the affine cone over Vm n has only tangentially flat deformations in

case (m, «) ^ (2, 1) and is a complete intersection otherwise.

Proof. Let X := {XJ be a set of (m^"") indeterminates Xa = Xa(0))_ a{n) such

that \a\ := Y11=oaii) equals m and the coordinates of a = (a(0), ... , a(n)) are

nonnegative integers. Fix a second set of indeterminates, Y = {Y0, ... , Yn},

and consider the homomorphism of polynomial algebras over L,

f: L[X] -, L[Y],        Xa = Xa(0)_a{n) ~ Ya := Y0a{0) ■ ■ ■ Y?n) ,

with L the residue class field of 770 . Then

gr(BQ)äL[X]/kerfi

is the homogeneous coordinate ring of Vm n .

As in the above examples the proof is based on the fact that gr(7?0) admits

a certain Hodge algebra structure over L, which we are going to describe now.

Equip the power products {Yv | v e N"+1} with the lexicographic order,

Yv < Yv    if \v\ < \v'\ or |u| = |w'| and the first

nonzero coordinate of v - v is positive.

Given two variables Xa, Xb e X, write Xa < Xb if Ya = f(Xf precedes Yb =

f(Xb) lexicographically. Identify the power products of the variables Xae X

with the set N* and extend the linear order " < " on X to the corresponding

lexicographic order on N . We shall say the two power products M, M e N

are equivalent, symbolically M ~ M', if they have the same image under /.

Note that

<1,-<*,~<I,-<°  iff  Í>0X = X>(;)V
«=1 7=1

y
This is obviously an equivalence relation. A power product M e N is defined

to be a standard monomial if it is the lexicographically first power product

within its equivalence class. Since every two standard monomials are mapped

to different power products in L[Y], the residue classes in L[X]/kerf of the

standard monomials are linearly independent over L.   Let Z be the set of
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nonstandard power products in N . This is an ideal of monomials, for, given

an element M e X and a variable Xae X, there is some M' in the equivalence

class of M such that M' < M. But then XaM' ~ XaM and XaM' < XaM,

hence XaM e Z. The ideal of monomials I is generated by its power products

of degree two. To see this, let Mel.. Note that the degree of M is at least two.

We have to show that some element XaXb el. divides M. Let M' be some

power product in the equivalence class of M such that M' < AM. In case there

is some Xce X dividing both M' and M, the quotient M/Xc is in X and it

is sufficient to prove the claim for M/Xc instead of M. So assume the greatest

common divisor of M' and M is trivial. Choose variables Xa , Xa< e X such

that Xa | M and Xa, \ M', and such that they are the lexicographically first

variables in X with these properties. Then Xa> < Xa and, since the greatest

common divisor of M and M' is trivial, Xa, < Xa .

Let r e N be the minimal integer such that a'(r) ^ a(r). Then a(r) > a(r).

Since \a'\ = m = \a\, there is some s > r with a(s) > a'(s) > 0. Further, since

M ~ M' and a'(r) > a(r), there exists some variable Xb dividing M/Xa

such that b(r) > 0. Let a" := a + er - es and b" := b - er + es with e( =

(0, ... , 1, ... , 0) the i'th coordinate vector in (n + 1 )-space (i = 0, ... , n).

Then Xan and Xb„ are well-defined variables in X such that Xa„ < Xa< Xb<

Xbn and a + b = a" + b" . In particular, Xa„Xb» < XaXb , hence XaXb e I.

By construction, XaXb \ M. We have proved that the generators of ¿ are the

power products of degree two in Z.

Let XaXb G I be some generator. Take the lexicographically first power

product XaiXb< in the equivalence class of XaXb . Then

(39) XaXb = Xa,Xb,    mod(ker/).

We may assume Xa < Xb and Xa, < Xb,. Note that Xa, < Xa , since Xa,Xb, <

XaXb. In view of a + b = a +b' equality Xa> = Xa would imply Xb< = Xb,
which is impossible. Therefore,

xa.<xa<xb.

We have proved gr(7i0) = L[X]/kerf has a Hodge algebra structure over L

on the poset X governed by the ideal of monomials I with the straightening

relations given by (39) (see [DEP, Proposition 1.1]).

We want to show that B0 S R0/70 with R0 := L[[X]] and 70 := (ker/)R0

has only tangentially flat deformations. By Proposition (4.6) it is sufficient to

show

^.Ä,70)«-D = 0.

Here FR0 is the filtration associated with the weight function

ord(X^...x;f):=E^>3dimXai
¡=i
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(see [DEP, proof of Proposition 1.1]) and a is the usual semigroup structure on

N, a(d, d') := d + d'. Note that, since ord is additive, condition (34) of (4.6)

is satisfied, so that the ring grf a(7?0) can be identified with the polynomial

ring L[X]. The module TV ,„ ,, is to be considered to have the graded

structure coming from the total degree graded structure of grf a(R0) = L[X].

Since every M e X can be expressed in 7?0/70 as a linear combination of

standard monomials of strictly greater weight,

grF JR0/If ZL[X]/1L[X]

as graded algebras over L. Let 5 be the set of generators of X. By Proposition

(3.6) it is sufficient to show that every 1-component of 5" has at least two

elements, with the exception of the case (m, n) = (2, 1), when we must show

that B0 = R0/I0 is a complete intersection. All this follows directly from the

lemma below.

(4.13)    Lemma. Let Xa, XbeX be such that Xa<Xb. Then

(i) XaXb e S, if and only if there are integers r, s such that 0 < r < s < n

and b(r) > 0, a(s) > 0.

(ii) If XaXb is in S and is the only element of its 1-component, then (m, n) =

(2, I), a = b = (1, 1), and grFa(R0/I0) Si L[X]/1L[X] is a complete inter-

section.

Proof, (i) Suppose XaXb e S. Let Xa,Xb, (< XaXf) be the lexicographically

first power product in the equivalence class of XaXb . We may assume Xa, <

Xb,. Then Xa> < Xa. Equality Xa< = Xa would imply Xb< = Xb, since

a + b = a + b', which is impossible. Therefore Xa¡ < Xa , hence Xb. > Xb .

Together,

*a- <Xa<Xb< Xb, .

Let r e N be the minimum integer such that a'(r) ^ a(r). Then a'(r) > a(r).

Since \a'\ = m = \a\, there is some s > r with a(s) > a'(s) (> 0). Further,

from a + b = a + b' and a'(r) > a(r) we deduce b(r) > b'(r)   (> 0).

Conversely, suppose there are integers r, s such that 0 < r < s < n and

b(r), a(s) > 0. Define a := a + er - es and b' := b - er + es. Then Xa<

and Xb< are well-defined elements of X satisfying Xa, < Xa < Xb < Xb, and

a + b = a + b'. In particular Xa,Xb, ~ XaXb and Xa,Xb, < XaXb, hence

XaXbeS.
(ii) Assume X Xb is in S and is the only element in its 1-component in S.

Then there does not exist any variable Xc different from Xa and Xb such that

XaXc or XbXc is in S. We may assume Xa < Xb . Then, by the first part of

the lemma, there are integers, r, s such that 0 < r < s < n, b(r), a(s) > 0.

In case b(r) > 1, letting c := b + es - er, one arrives at a contradiction, since

Xa< Xb< Xc and XaXc e S by (i). Therefore, b(r) = 1 . If ais) > 1, let

c := a + er - es. Then Xc < Xa < Xb and XcXb G S, again contradicting

our assumption. So a(s) = 1. If a(0) < m - 1, there exists some t ¿ 0, s

with ait) > 0. Define c := a + e0 - et. Then Xc < Xa < Xb and X Xh e S.
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This shows a(0) = m - I. If b(n) < m - 1, there is some t ^ r, « with

b(t) > 0. Let c := b + en - et. Then Xa < Xb < Xc and XaXc e S. Therefore

b(n) = m - 1. In case « > 1 at least one coordinate of a and of b is zero.

There is a shift in the coordinates of a or b giving again a variable, which is

assumed not to exist. We see that

«=1,        a = (m-l,l),        b = (I, m - I).

If m > 4, letting c := (m - 2, 2), we get a contradiction, since Xc < Xb and

XcXb e S. So m < 3.

If m = 3, a = (2, 1) and b = (1, 2). But then Xb is in the 1-component

of XaXb and

Xb ~XXt2 ~ ^2,1^0,3 < Xb '

i.e., X2beS.

If m = 2, a = b = (1,1).   Further X = {X2Q, Xxx, X02} and S =

{X2 ,}. Therefore, grf a(B0) = L[77]/XL[77] is a complete intersection, and

hence so is 770 .

If m = 1, a = (0, 1) and b = (1,0), contradicting the assumption that

Xa<Xb.   Q.E.D.
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